
Announcement

• Online discussions 4 & 5 are cancelled

• The next mandatory discussion will be Nov. 20th, 
followed by Nov. 27th

• There will be a make-up discussion on Nov. 13th for 
anyone who wants a chance to improve

• Discussion comments will still be worth 7% of your final 
grade, but now that will be based on 5 discussions 
(instead of 7)

• Attendance in the labs for project help sessions is still 
required (and worth 8% of your final grade)

This week in Animal Behaviour

Lecture 22: Cooperation

Lecture 23: Foraging

Lecture 24: TBA

Text chapters 10-11

LAB: Project 2 proposal seminars

Midterm 2 on Tuesday Nov. 8

What would you do?

Option 1: deny the crime

Option 2: squeal on your partner

If you both deny it = 1 year

If you squeal and your partner denies it = no jail time

If you deny it and your partner squeals = 5 years

If you both squeal = 3 years

cooperate or defect?

The prisoner’s dilemma

Payoff matrix (values here are costs)

Suspect BSuspect B

Suspect A cooperate defect

cooperate 1   1 5   0

defect 0   5 3   3

cooperate = deny crime         
defect = squeal



Iterated prisoner’s dilemma

Game theory: an evolutionary approach to the study of 
adaptive strategies in competition, where the payoffs to 
individuals using a particular tactic depend on what other 
individuals are doing

• ! 2 players

• set of strategies

• defined pattern of interaction

• repeated interactions

A strategy is said to be evolutionarily stable if a 
population using that strategy cannot be invaded by a 
new, mutant strategy.

Tit for tat?

• cooperate initially

• then respond with the other player’s previous move

• forgive earlier cheating

= RECIPROCITY

Paths to cooperation

Kin selection

• cooperation can be favoured when individuals help close relatives that 
are likely to share the same genes for cooperative behaviour 

Reciprocity: when individuals exchange cooperative acts, so the benefit 
of cooperating is receiving cooperation from others

Byproduct mutualism: when individuals pay an immediate cost for not 
cooperating

• cooperation is favoured as a byproduct of the cost of punishment to 
cheaters

Group selection

• it is theoretically possible for groups with cooperators to outperform 
groups that don’t cooperate

• note that the evidence that this actually occurs is limited and 
controversial; selection on individuals will generally act against it

Paths to cooperation



Predator inspection in the three-spined sticklebacks

Posing the dilemma to fish

Predator inspection in the three-spined sticklebacks

Sticklebacks may use tit-for-tat
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Do iterations matter?

Evidence for reciprocity in an iterated prisoner’s dilemma 
game with zebra finches
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Mobbing as reciprocity?



Mobbing as reciprocity?

Krams and Krama (2002): experimental predator presentations at 
chaffinch nests

• males in communities with mainly resident bird species 
consistently mobbed the predator

• males in communities with other migratory species did not 
mob at the beginning of the breeding season, but did mob later

The authors suggest that repeat interactions may therefore 
be important in the decision to join a mob.

Krams et al. (2008): an experimental test of reciprocity and 
retaliation in mobbing behaviour

• pied flycatchers breeding in evenly-spaced grid of nest boxes

• performed a series of experimental predator presentations

secretly trap pair at B to 
create a non-cooperator

Mobbing as reciprocity?

1 hour later...

secretly trap pair at B to 
create a non-cooperator

experimental predator 
presentations

To demonstrate reciprocity, 
must show that:
• individual C helps A at a cost
• individual A helps C afterwards
• interactions must be repeated
AND
• they act this way because of the 
expectation of future interactions

In the flycatcher study:
• costs not demonstrated 
(i.e., C could be joining in for 
purely selfish reasons)
• alternative explanations for 
why A could perceive helping 
C as the better choice
• repeats not demonstrated

Mobbing as reciprocity?



Cooperation between species

Interspecific mutualism: interaction involving two different 
species, in which both actors gain an immediate benefit

• seed dispersal/pollination

• foraging/grooming

• protection

Cleaner wrasse mutualisms

two-coloured cleaner wrassebluestreak cleaner wrasse

Cleaners have different home ranges

Bluestreak wrasses are highly site-attached; two-coloured 
cleaner wrasses are not

grey: bluestreak
white: two-coloured
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smaller home range size –> more repeat interactions

Cheating rates differ between species

grey: bluestreak
white: two-coloured
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Reputation matters for bluestreak wrasses Reputation matters for bluestreak wrasses
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Cooperating for sex...

...another hypothesis for the evolution of leks!

Can kin selection explain lekking?

• peacocks can recognize kin
• they can do this even in absence of social 
and environmental cues (i.e. learning is not 
necessary)
• do inclusive fitness benefits of attracting 
females to kin outweigh the costs of 
communal lekking?



Cooperating for sex

Chiroxiphia manakins (e.g. long-tailed manakin)

Males cooperate to court females, but only the alpha 
male gets to mate

What do beta males get out of it?

• reciprocity

• inclusive fitness

• inherit territory

Connectivity matters

Connectivity matters
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Summary

Inclusive fitness and genetic relatedness changed the way we 
look at animal behaviour. 

• Animals are expected to behave in a way that maximizes 
inclusive fitness.

• Inclusive fitness theory predicts cooperative behaviours as 
well as conflicts between related individuals.

There are 4 theoretical paths to the evolution of cooperative 
behaviour (including kin selection).

• Reciprocity is difficult to demonstrate experimentally.

• Nevertheless, a number of studies suggest that repeat 
interactions and reputation can influence cooperative 
behaviours in a variety of species.


